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Neighbourhood Plan Assessment of Important Views 

Paragraph 8.9 of the Ashdon Neighbourhood Plan discusses the significance of important views in the Parish 

and sets out in ASH4 the planning policy related to these views. 

This document describes each view in more detail, with a photo alongside and a map which shows the 

location and direction of the viewpoint. 

These are by no means all the important views and when proposals for development in the village are being 

prepared, it will be necessary to take account of the impact on views and demonstrate how the buildings can 

be satisfactorily accommodated within the landscape. 

The maps showing the Parish location of the key views in the Neighbourhood Plan are shown below. 

 

Map 1 – Important Views, Village Core 

 



 

 
 

Map 2 – Important Views, Church End 

 



 

 
 

Map 3 – Important Views, Remainder of the Parish  



 

Ashdon Village Core (shown in Map 1) 

  

View 1. View along Bartlow Road/Rogers End. The sinuous nature of the valley and the main road is evident. 

Where there are gaps in the built form there are vistas to the rising topography beyond. This topographic 

variation anchors the settlement in the valley. 

  

 

View 2. This view is taken from the junction of Carters Croft housing development with Rogers End, looking 

eastwards to Braggs Mill windmill and cottages on the horizon at 100m AOD. The topography rises steeply 

here, with the River Bourne hidden in the dip in the foreground. This viewpoint reflects the importance of the 

valley slopes forming a setting to the settlement and the prominence of built form where it occurs on the upper 

slopes. 

 

 

 

View 3. This view is taken from Crown Hill, looking to the northeast. The view opens out where the war 

memorial and allotments flank the road. Views are towards the wider valley slopes with associated woodland. 

This gap in development enables the heart of Ashdon to still feel strongly connected to the surrounding 

countryside and reinforces perceptions of historical separation between Ashdon and the Ends to the north. 

 

 



 

 

  

View 4. This view is taken at the heart of the village of Ashdon, at the junction of Crown Hill and Radwinter Road. 

Views look southeast along Radwinter Road as it starts to ascend the valley sides. Dwellings are a mix of brick and 

coloured render, ranging from single large detached to terraced cottages. Feature buildings turn the corner facing 

onto both roads at the junction, with picket fencing and timber five bar gates also key elements of the local 

vernacular. 

 

  

View 5. This view is taken from the bottom of Church Hill, adjacent to the village Museum. Here views open out 

over the River Bourne and across the open space of the Donkey Field with the Millennium Oak at its centre. 

Dwellings that line Radwinter Road and their rear curtilage hedgerows form the eastern boundary to the Donkey 

Field. This open space forms an important break in development within the village and an immediate setting to the 

Conservation Area. 

  

View 6. This view is taken from the southeastern corner of the Donkey Field, with the Millennium Oak seen in the 

middle of the view. The dwellings in this view are located on Church Hill road within the Conservation Area, the 

Donkey Field forming an immediate setting to the Conservation Area. They appear nestled within the valley. The 

valley slopes in this view are well wooded with large mature forest scale trees, many of which are connected to the 

arboretum at The Clayes. 



 

  

View 7.  Looking northwards from Rectory Lane, this view illustrates the patchwork of arable fields defined by 

thick hedgerows and woodland, and deeply rural landscape which surrounds Ashdon and Church End. Newnham 

Hall and farmstead are hidden in the dip in the middle of the view. 

  

View 8. This view is taken from the Public Right of Way that connects Kates Lane to Rogers End, looking 

northwards to Rogers End and Holden End just beyond. In this view housing estates from the mid 20th century 

are evident on the gentle valley slopes. These areas of development have a notably less treed character. The 

distant horizon illustrates the woodland blocks typical of the higher plateau fringes. 

 
 

View 9. This viewpoint is taken from the Public Right of Way that connects Kate’s Lane to Rogers End at the 

allotments. Views are westwards across a small field to the rear of dwellings located on Radwinter Road. This 

illustrates the tightknit nature of the dwellings, one plot deep off the road and nestled within the sinuous valley. 

The woodland and open pastures on the valley slopes beyond form a distinctive backdrop and setting to the 

village. 

 



 

  

View 10. This viewpoint is taken from a Public Right of Way along the River Bourne looking northwards towards 

properties along Church Hill. These properties sit above the floodplain with a wooded backdrop of mature trees 

within the grounds of The Clayes. The rear of the properties is open - a variety of curtilage treatments creates a 

poorly defined and cluttered edge to the settlement. 

 
 

View 11. This view is taken from the southeast corner of the Church End Conservation Area, looking to the 

southeast. The barns associated with Hill Farm on Radwinter Road are highly visible being located along the upper 

valley slopes on a promontory at c.85m AOD. The River Bourne is lined by trees and scrub in the middle of the 

view. The lower slopes often flood in winter. 

 
 

 

View 12. This view is taken from Church Hill as it descends towards Ashdon village within the valley. It illustrates 

the rural and sunken character of this route, its soft verges and established vegetated banks creating a tunnel 

effect. These characteristics reinforce the perceived separation of Ashdon and Church End as two distinct clusters 

of development. 



 

 

 

View 13. This view is taken from the edge of the field along the banks of the River Bourne looking south west. In 

this view the arable valley slopes rise up to a well treed horizon on the edge of Church Hill with glimpsed views of 

the Church tower. To the right of the image the curtilage treatment of dwellings on Church Hill is evident. 

 
 

View 14. Uninterrupted view from the entrance to the village on Radwinter Road looking northeast towards the 

heritage asset of Bragg’s windmill on the hill with the horizon well wooded. The view is over Kate’s Lane which is 

completely hidden in the valley fold. 

  

View 15. A view from the Public Right of Way from Kate’s Lane to the windmill. It shows Hill Farm prominently on 

the hill with Scots pine. The housing on Radwinter Road is nestled in the valley with extensive tree screening, and 

even as the road rises out of the village the modest height of the buildings means they sit comfortably in the 

landscape and do not rise above the wooded horizon. 

 

  



 

Church End (shown in Map 2) 

 
 

View 16. This view is taken from the lane leading to the Church and churchyard in Church End looking north down 

the access to Hall Farm. The building to the right of the picture is the former national school, with flint knapped 

walls and feature brick surrounds to doors and windows. This building defines the edge of the lane leading to Hall 

Farm and is a feature building marking the main gateway into Church End when approaching from Ashdon. 

  

View 17. This view is taken from Walden Road, looking southwards out of Church End to the countryside beyond, 

with Little Hales Wood on the horizon. The stand of mature pine trees (see view 21) and triangular greens 

characterise this part of the village. To the left of this view is the Church and beyond, access to the listed Guildhall 

and Scheduled Monument. This view illustrates the open edge to Church End. Here the gateway is not defined by 

built form or significant road junction. 

  

View 18. This view is taken from the Harcamlow Way (Public Right of Way), an ancient trail, looking north east to 

the rear of dwellings on Church Hill. The dwellings within the valley extend out along the road from the centre of 

Ashdon, with the rest of the village hidden amongst the well vegetated valley bottom. Dwellings to the left of the 

view are on the mid slopes and form the fringes of Church End. The vegetation in the middle of the view is along 

Church Hill and illustrates the physical gap between Ashdon and Church End. 

 



 

  

View 19. This view is taken from the Public Right of Way that connects Rectory Lane to Church Hill looking 

southwards. In this view the Church tower is visually prominent, with the edge of the settlement presenting a 

simple rural context with timber post and rail enclosures and coloured rendered dwellings set amongst mature 

trees. 

  
View 20. This view is taken from the Public Right of Way which connects Church End to Water End, looking 

northwest. In this view the Church tower stands above the well vegetated horizon line.  Church End 

Conservation Area is screened by existing mature dense vegetation. 

 

  

View 21. This view reflects the approach into Church End from Walden Road and illustrates the visual 

importance of the group of pine trees and open ‘greens’ at the southern end of the village. Properties are 

visible to the right of this view on the edge of the village. 

 



 

  

View 22. View along Church Lane to All Saints Church showing the entrance to the churchyard and mature 

trees of exceptional quality and the quintessential English landscape around the Church and Ashdon Hall. 

 

 

View 23. View from Public Right of Way rising from the museum to the Glebe footpath looking east to 

Radwinter Road rising up to Hill Farm with prominent Scots pine. In the foreground the houses rising up 

Church Hill are completely hidden below. The houses in view are the Conservation Area of Radwinter Road. It 

shows how the village is immersed in the deeply rural tranquil countryside. 

  
View 24. Wide reaching view from the junction between the Glebe Public Right of Way and the tarmacked 

path down Church Hill northeast to the windmill on the horizon. It shows the open elevated arable slopes 

surrounding the village with Church Hill in the foreground and Radwinter Road nestled in the valley and 

screened by trees. 
  



 

Steventon End (shown in map 3) 

 

View 25. View from the windmill southwest down to 

Ashdon village core. This clearly illustrates the close 

relationship between built form and topography with 

the Ashdon core settlement nestled invisibly in the 

river valley and woodland on the plateau on the 

horizon. 

 

 

  

View 26. View from the Public Right of Way from the windmill towards the western edge of Steventon End 

showing the historic, local vernacular of the cluster of buildings surrounding Waltons and its parkland. 

 

 

  



 

Water End (shown in Map 3) 

 

 

View 27. The view from the higher part of Sprigg’s Lane, Water End due north to Hill Farm with the Scots 

pine on the hill. The historic houses of Water End are almost completely hidden in the deep river valley 

among the trees of the wildlife corridor, which extends down the valley through the Wilderness and 

eventually to the village core at the museum. The steep valley sides are cultivated and buildings are 

absent. 

 

View 28. View straight down the lane to Water End 

(Stallentines Lane) showing the historic cottages nestled 

in the valley. Note how buildings are completely absent 

from the rising valley sides. Woodland and trees 

dominate the horizon. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

View 29.  View from the Public Right of Way between Water End and All Saints Church east to Goldstones’ 

Farm. The Listed farm is typically situated in isolation on the plateau above the valley away from the 

concentrations of residential settlement; -a key feature of the Ashdon landscape. The long wildlife corridor 

of the River Bourne runs through the foreground. 

 

 

 


